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ABSTRACT

In the study of problems of disturbance
localization, output zeroing, decoupling by state
and ouEpuL feedback of linear dynamical sysLems
wjth sysLem matrix A and ouEput matrix B, Lhe
(A,B)-invariant and (A,B)-controllability sub-
spaces of the state space play an imporLanL roLe.
It is shown that the partlally ordered sets of
all (A,B)-invariant subspaces and a1l (A,B)-
controllability subspaces are lattices. Proper-
ties of Lhese laLtj-ces are investigated and
fruitfulness of the lattice-theoretical charac-
terization of state space structures in synthesis
nrohl emq is demnnqirel ad hrr owqmnl ae

1. INTRODUCTION

Structural properties of controllable and
observab-Le sEaLe spaces of ljnear dynamical sys-
tems are fundamentaf in algebraic systems theory.
Together with the related structural properties of
uncontrollable and unobservable state spaces, Ehey
are of consequence in a variety of syst.em analysis
end rloeion nrnhlo-c t'^-+;-^l ^^^r-^l A^^,--...- \upLrr-rar currL!ur, utrcompoSl.-
tion, noninteraction, feedback compensation, etc.).
Therefore, a complete chatacterization of the
structures of such spaces in terms of the parame-
ters of the system is of natural lnterest, Such a
characterization of the structure of controllable
and observable subspaces was given by rhe first
author in terms of lattices of tl,ese subspaces t 8].
There it was also shown how various properties of
Iinear dynamical sysEems relaLe Ehr-ough their
parameter matrices to properties of these lattices.

In a follow-up paper, the problem of state
space decomposition of linear dynamical systems
was characte-rized by the lattice theoretical
approach, and Lhis approach provided new insight
into the canonical state space decomposition [9].

Our main objective here 1s to extend the
lattice theoretical approach to the characteriza-
tion of structures of (A, B)-invariant and (A, B)-

r r ^L r1rr.. ...L^.-^^^- ^f, - I i-^^* r,...rmica-IrL-v -uu>PdLs
time invariant systen.

For much the same reasons that the invariant
subspaces of the systems matrix A and its trans-
nose A'pre rrseFrrl in characterizira lhe struc-
tures of controllable and observable subspaces,
respecLivel y, the concepts of (A, B)-invar ianE and
(A, e)-controllability subspaces have proved to be
fruiLful in tlre study of problems of disturbance
focal-ization, routput zeroing', decoupling by
state and output feedback, and others [5,7].

In this paper it is shown that the sets of
al1 (A, B)-invariant subspaces and of all (A, B)-
^^^F-^1 I-kil i+., -,.k-^-^^^ a^- - Fi.,^r ^,,^lCOntrOllaDalaty SUDSpaLcs rur a I lxcu s)sLems
m-Fyi- 4 --i in^,,, -^rFi-. P -^-Fi-11., .-loron h,,D, PdLL'drry uruLr!u ur
sel-inclrrsion are eomnlefe lefl i.oq Prnnert iee

of these lattices are investigated in some detail
and, among other things. an inEeresLing result is
reDorl ed oivinp necessarv and srrfficienf condi-
tions which the matrices A and B must satisfy in
order Lhat every subspace of rhe state space of
the system be (A, B)-invariant.

2. PRELIMINARTES

We consider linear time-invariant dynamical
e\ratomc nf tho f^--

x(r) = A x(t) +B u(t) +w z(r),

y(t) = c x(t),
(s)

where the state vector x(t), the control vector
,,/+\ iL^ li-+,,-h--^- rrontnr zi.r) .nd Fhru\L.,/, Lilc ursLurDancL -._-: outpul
vecror v(t) are elenents of linear vecLor
F' over a field F of scalars. The n-dimensional

FNstate space F" to whjch x(C) belongs, will also
be denoted by V. The system matrix A, the control
inpuE matrix B, the disEurbance input. maLrix W,

and the output matrix C all have matrlx elements
belonging to the same field F.

We use the same symbols to denote linear maps
and their assoclated matrices. If B is anv n x m

matrix, we denote by

--n | .-mrlJ = Im b = tx c t I x = b u Lor some g e I J

the ixage or range space of B. The image B = Im B

coini'ljes rith the Lin*.r span of Ehe column vec-
tors f the matrix B. The kernel or null space
of rh.. marrix B is rhe ser K-er-E = {" eFfl g=q}.

A state x(t6) e V of rhe system (S) is con-
rrollrhle if fnr qnmp Finire rinp f, > f^ rt*.o-^^"'-r "ti' ""-'-
."ist" 

"" 
admissible input u(.) on tfre tiie inter-

va1 [tg. t1l rrhich transfers x(tg) to an arbi-
frarv siafe x(rr) e V. The controllable state
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space X. of the system (S) is the set of all con-
trollab1e states. A system 1s completely control-
ahlc if V = v fhaf is. if errerv statc of the
system is contro11ab1e.

A state x(t^) e V of rhe svsrem (S) is obser-' -' u'
vable if there exists a finite time tt > tn such
that the state of the svstem at time i^ ".X bu
identified from a knowledge of the systemrs input
and output over the time interval [tg, t1J. The
set Xo of all observable states is the observable
state space of Lhat system. A system is complete-
lv ohserwahle if V = X : fhar is- everv.CaCe ot
the system is observable.

If we apply to the system (S) a conlrol input
of the form

u(t) = F x(t) + G v(t),

we obtain the system

i(r) = (A + BF) x(r) + BG v(t) + I^/ z(r)
(s')

y(t) = c x(t).

The matrlx F is ca11ed a linear state feed-
back map. Our study concentrates primarily on
the state space properties of the system (Sr).

We now summarize the lattice theoretical
concepts used in this paper.

A poset or partially ordered set .P,S> con-
sists of a set P and a relation 5 on P satisfying

A subset S of a poset <P,s> in general may
have neither a least upper bound, nor a greatest
lower bound. A poset <P,<> 1s a lattice if, for
all x, y e P, the set {x, y} has a greatest lower
bound, and a least upper bound. We denote these
by xA y and x! y, respectively, and we call
these elements the meet and join of x and y, r.es-
pectively. The meet and join operations in a
lattice <L,< > satisfy the following laws (here
a, b, c are any elemenls of L):

(1) a/\b=ba\a, avb=bva,

(2) (anb)Ac=a^(b^c),
(avb)v c = av (bv c).

(3) aA (avb) = av(aAb) = a.

These laws are ca11ed the conmutative, associative
and absorptive laws, respectively, Note that we
aiso have

a<b+aAb=aeaVb=b.

A poset <P,S> is a coTnpfete fattjce
:. ^..-*., ^--L^^F ^r D L^^ t^-..- boundJ l svEr) DUUDEL d 6lEdLsDL fuwcr
and a least upper bound. Every complete lattice
< L,<> has a least element, denoted 0, and a
greatest element, denoted 1. For all x e L, we
have0<x<1.

An element x is covered by an element y in a

poset <P,<> if x < y and there exists no element
z such that x < z < y. We also say that y covers
x in this case, or that x is a lor^rer neighbor of
y, and y is an upper neighbor of x. Elements
r^rhich cover the least elemenl 0 are ca11ed atoms.
A lattice <L,3> with a least element 0 is atonic
if for every non-zero element x e L, there exists
anatoma{x.

The 1,eng.t.h of a chain is the nujnber of its
elements minus one. A poset <P,<> has finite length
nif the longesE chain in P has length n. Every
lattice of finite length is complete and atomic.

A subset S of the lattice L is a sublattice
if, for any x, y e S, also xA y and xVy belong
to s. That is, a subset is a sublattice if it is
closed under meet and join. For example, any
interval [a, b] in a lattice is a sublattice.

A lattice L is rnodular if, for any x' y, zeL
satisfying x S z, we have xv (y A z) = (xVy)Az.
A lattice L is distributive i'f , fo'r any x' y, zeL
we have x zr (y v z) = (" I y) V (x ."r" z), or dually,
x w(y,/\z) = (*v y),ry (x v z). Any chain is
distributive, and any distributive latLice is
modular.

An element y is a complement of an element x
inb lattice L with 0 and 1 if xA Y = 0 and

xVy = 1. A lattice L with O and 1 is comple-
mented if every element of L has at least one
complement. In a distributive lattice' an element
can h'ave ar most one complement. A Boolean
lattice is a complemented distributive lattice.

A napping (transformation) h: LI - L2 of a

lattice L1 into a lattice L2 is a lattice homomor-
phism if, for all x, Y e L1r

h(x n Y) = h(x) ,'' h(Y) and

forxeP, xSx

for all x, y L P, if x < y and y 5 x,

tnen x = y.

(3) for all xs y; z a P, if I 5 y and

Y s z, then x 5 z.

These are called the reflexlve, antisynrnetric
and transitlve 1aws, respectively. We shall write
x < y if x 5 y and x I y.

A poset .Srlt i" a subposet of a poset <P;5>
if S ( P, anC j.f, for ai-L x, y c S, we have x4y
if and only if x s y.

Elements x and y in a poset <P,5 > are com-
---^L1- jr -, <
PdrdurEtwLJ-^.APU5SL
Fvcrv nA i r of el emenf^ ^-^ ^^-^^-^L | ^ 'r thisLLL!-' ysr r dle Luul,dldurr.

FL^F.,^ L^..^ ^ F^F-l ^-r^-i-,

If a and b are elements of a poset <P,3>,
then the subset {x e P I a 5 x 5 b} is ca11ed an
inlerval, and is denoted [a, b].

ntt 
"lument 

a is the least element of a subset
S of a poset if a e S and a S x holds for al1
v . q (ir i1 rrlrr rn al omant h iq tha

element of S if b e S and x S b for all x e S.
An element a is a lower bound for S 1f a < x

for a.ll x e .S.. Siril"r1y, ,tr .l.tent b is an
upper bound for S if x s b for all x e S. An
element a is the greatest lower bound for S if a
is the greates! element in the set of all lower
bounds for S. Similarly, an element b is the
.Least upper bound for S if b is the least element
in the set of all upper bounds for S. We write
u = g-Lb S = inf S =nF for the greaEesE lower
bound, and b = -Lub S = sup S =VS for the leasE
upper bound of S.

(1)

(2)
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A lattice isomorphism is a one-lo-one and onto
lattice homomorphism. Lattlces L1 and L2 are iso-
mnrnhin if thore ay-icl s A lArricF isomornhism^..".t.^
h:Lr + Le.

LeL Pl and P2 be poseEs, and form the Carte-
sian nrndrrct Pr x Pr - !L^ ^" ^t al1ordrr PruuuLL r I 

,. Llt LLLaL

ordered pairs (x1, x2):where xl e P1 and x2 e P2.
We can define a partial order relation on P1 x P2
by the rule:

(x,, xr) -. (rr, vr) means

x. < v, and x^ S Y^.I -1 Z 'Z

The Carteslan product Pr x P, with this ordering
is called the direct product-of the posets P1 and
P2. The direct product of lattlces is a latlice.
Thp .^n.onr aF Aireet nrndrrnf nen lrp p-tended in
the obvious way Eo any number of factors.

A lattice L i.s indecomposable if L is not 1so-
-^--Lr ri*--! lToditcF T.. x 1,. nI two 1aE-ltlvlvlllLPlUuuLL-I.'u2

--Lr ^L L^^ _^-^ ,L^- ^ ^.--Le elemenl.d D !rrtr

3. LATTICES OF CONTROLLABLE AND OBSERVABLE
SUBSPACES

nL Lrrr- PUrrrL wE
resilll s renorted in tho par'l ior nanFrq n. lattiCeS

of controllable and observable subspaces [8,9].
The set L of all linear subspaces of a finite-

dimensjonal fjnear vecEor space V over an arbitrary
field F, partially ordered under the relation c of
set inclusion, is a finite-length complemented
modular lattice. (The symbol c will be used for
both proper and lmproper set inclusion.) The meet
and join operations in che fattice L are subspace
intersection and subspace addition. Tf N, M e L,
Ehen M n l/ is the largest subspace of the linear
\/ector snace V confei-ned in M and N and M * il is
FL^ ^*^11^^{ ^..L F r7 ^^^r^:-i-^ L^{\ M and N.Duu rPdL c

If V is an n-dimensional vecEor space, the fongest
chain in L is of length n.

In this latLice L, we shall denote by "0" the
subspace of V consisting of the zero vector alone
and we sha11 use the syrnbol V to denote the \^/ho1e

1F :^ -r-^- *hef thev are the nrrll elementDPduE. LrrqL LrrLj

and the unit efement o[ the LatEice L, respectively.
A subspace ,5 c V is invarlant under a linear

transformation A: V + V if A 5 c,9. The set L(A)
of all invariant subspaces of the linear transfor-
mation A is a sublattice of the lattice L of all
subspaces of V because the set L(A) is closed
under the operations of subspace intersection and
addition: If 5 and 7 are invariant subspaces,
then Sfl T and S I T are also invariant subspaces.
Since L(A) is a sublattice of L, it follows that
I.fA) is a Iinite_lcnc.L *^r..1^- r^FFj^^ Since!\A/ rr Lr !!rr6Lrr

the nul1 element 0 and the unit eleTrent V of the
lattice L are invarlant under any linear transfor-
mation, they are elements of the sublattice L(A)

!L-. ^*^ . L. smal l esr and greatesL el e-Lrrsj/ ars
..^^-^^!i--^1-- of that lattice. Since ther rDPcu Lrvet) 

'1^r.:^- r /^\ L^^ .r-.i+^ r^--+L rr j^ ^^-11ete andrdLLrLc L\A/ Lrd> rErrBLrrr rL a- uunrj

atomic. However, it is not necessarily comple-
mented. For a fixed system matrix A and control
input rnatrix B, the lattice of all controllable
subspaces of the slale space of the system (S) is
the lattice L(A).

Similarly, for some fixed matrix A and arbi-

trary output matrix C, L(AT) is the lattice of all
observable subspaces of the state space of the
systern (S).

Furthermore, the lattice of controllable sub-
r /^\ ^-r *L^ lattice of observable sub-Dy4Le- ! \d/ drru Lrrc -

r /ll\ .-- .nF i-ic^fr^r6hin in tsha c^--^ Fh-F>PdLEr !\n / dfs 4IrLr rou",u!y

rT
XcL(A)+X cL(A-)

where .X* is l-rire annihilator of the subspace X.
In fact, t1le matrices A and A' are sruiiar

maErices, anc.l so the laEtices L(A) and L(AT) are
lsomorphic, as well as being antl-isomorphic. A
related observation is that the lattice L(A) is

i' iq isomornhic fo its ownseai uudl, LrrdL rr rrvrrvrHrrr
dua1.

The class of all lattices L(A) of controllable
subspaces can be subdivided into certain distinct.
subclasses, depending on the particular character-
istics of the system matrix A [3]. Thus, for
examole- lhe laLtice r /1\ :^ j:^!*:L' Lj--- if andL\A/ TJ

only if the degree of the mlnimum polynomial of
the system matrix A equals the degree of its
characteristic polynomial (which is the dimension
of the vecEor space V). The matrix A is cycl ic in
this case, which means that there exists a vector
v such that the vector Fpace V is spanned by the
set of vectors v, Av, A4v,..,. If L(A) is distri-
butive, Lhen L(A) is isomorphic Lo a direct product
of chains. If the field F is infinite, then L(A)
is distributive if and only if L(A) is finite'

The lattice L(A) is indecomposable if and
only if the minimum polynomial of the matrix A is
a power of an irreducible polynomial. We say that
the natrix A is primary in this case. Note that a
primary matrlx may have more than one block in its
Jordan canonica-L form, but a1l che elementary divi-
sors of A are powers of a'single irreducible poly-
nomial. 

_

The latLice L(A) is complemenEed if and only
if all the elementary di,visors of the matrix A are
irreducible and distinct. (The minimum polynomlal
of A is the product of distinct irreducible poly-
---i^1^ \ TL^ *^'*jx A is called semisimnle inIru,rradrD., oc,,,ror,'Ly,E r,l

this case,
The lattice L(A) is a chain if and only 1f

there is only one block in the Jordan canonical
form for A. The matrix A is ca1led iodecomposable
in this case because V cannot be written as a
direct sum of tr.^/o nonzero invariant subspaces.

For brevity, we sha11 henceforth call both
the lattice L(A) and L(Ar) structure lattices of
the system S. Using the above results' we can
construct the classification scheme for structure
lattices as shown in Fig. 1.

4. (A,B) - INVARIANT AND (A, B)- CONTROLLAB]LITY
SUBSPACES

A subspace X of the state space Fn of the
system (S) is (A,B)-invariant if it is an invar-
ient subspace of the system (St) for some matrix
F. In other words, subspace ,{ is (A,B)-invariant
if it can be made an (A + BF)-invariant subspace
by applying a control 1aw u(t) = Fx(t) + Cv(t).
Clearly then, (A + BF) X c X for some marrix F.

Theorem [/]. A subspace X of the state
space satisfies AXc X * In B if and only if
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INDECOMPOSABLE

R.E LATTICES

.^mnlal o .F^hin lrttin--\

i -.-=-l-'-.---
I

I

I
I

IVE (= FINITE)

IAC,/

COMPLEMENTED

/A ic coricimnl6\

/,/t

STRUCTU

(Subset of modular,

CHAIN

(A is indecomposable)

--\ t/
//

-'- /
BOOLEAN LATTICE

(A is cyclic and seinisimple)
J

Iig.1.

TWO _ ELEMENT CHAIN

(A is irreducible)

Classificatlon of structure lattices L(A) of
r'S) nrrer en inf inifp fieLd F.

there exists a feedback matrix F such that
(A + B F)Xc 1.

Proof. If .{ is invariant unuer A * BF and
lf xa.{, then

Ax= (A+ 3F)x- BF xe.f,*ImB,

so rhaL AX - X*TmB. Conversely, if AX (+
Im B, choose a basls e.f , ,.., llk for )1, and extend
it to a basis e1 , ..., 9u, sr"+r ,- ..., e. for V.
Then there exiii vectori""1ltll. , x,- i-n"I and
vectors l{, ..., uk such Efrat

Ae; =x,*Bu- (i=1, ..., k).

Define I by

I -U, aI

iorr\-
Then (A+B F) e. = A e-. * B F e_. = x- e ,i

for 1 < k, and h"nce-a(A + Th) x . x! -a (QED)
If a subspac" Xis (A,B)-invariant, then any

lralecLorv oripinatinp from some inifial stafe
x(0) e ,ll can be contained for all t > 0 in X by
an appropriaLe choice of control inpuL u(r) [7].

For any subspace l,l , IeL {nl,a4} aen"t. tn"
intersectlon of all A-lnvariant subspaces which
contain M. Clearty, the subspace {l,lU} is the
smaflest A-invariant subspace which contains M.
Since A is an n by n naLrix, we can write

tAlMl = I/ + AM + tZM +... + An-lM.L-.t.-,

TIsinc fhis ferminolnow lhe .nnlrnll:hlp etate
space of the system (S) is the subspace {AlB}.

I inear dvnan i ca I svs rtms

An (A,B)-controllability space is a subspace
X of the state space of the system (Sr) which J.s
(A,B)-invarianL and which is the controllable sub-
space for some input natrix BG, More precisely, a
subspace X is an (A,B)-conirollability subspace if
there exists a feedback matrix l' such ihat
.i = {A + B F 1,{ n B}. If .I is an (A,B)-conrrof labi-
lity subspace, then by nanipulatlng the external
control lnput v in (S'), we can reach every srace
x(t) e X from the origln of .{ along a controlled
state trajectory who11y contained in _d. In other
words, we have created a controllable 'subsystemr
by means of state feedback and input gain selec-
tionl and all controllable 'subsystemst are
created in thls way [7].

(A,B)-invariance and (A,B)-controllabil-ity
appear as necessary andfor sufficlent conditions in
numerous synthesis problems. Here are a few
examples:

(a) Invertibiliry. The sysrem (S) with jrz = O

is left invertible if and only if the kernel of B
is zero, and the lntersection of the image of B
irith the greatest (A,B)-invariant subspace con-
tained in the kernel of C is zero [5],(b) Observabllity with Unknown Inpurs, Con_
slder the sysrem (S) with B = 0 and W I 0 the dis_
trrrbance z(t) unknown (which is comonly the case).
The observability subspace of the system (S) is
ttien the orlhogonal complement of the greatest
(A,W)-invariant subspace contained in ihe kernel
of c [2].

(c) Disturbance Decoupling. Again, consi-der
the system (S). Disturbance z(t) can be decoupled
from the oulput y(t) using state feedback
u(t) = F x(t) just when the image of iir is con-
tained in the greatest (A,B)-invariant subspace
contained in the kernel of C [7].

i<k

i>k.
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(d) Noninteracting Control. In its simple
formulation, consider the system (Sr) with

Ii(t) = c.5(t), i = r,2, ...,k

The objective is to determine F and G, such that
for each i, i = I,2,.,.,k, input vi cin control
output Ij without influencing the iemaining ouE-
puts Ii ,-j f i. It turns out that the solution of
this c-Lass of problerns depends on the exisLence of
an appropriate set of (A,B)-controllability sub-
spaces [5].

5. LATTICES OF (A,B)_INVARIANT AND (A,B)_CONTROL_
LABILITY SUBSPACES

The set L(A,B) of all (A,B)-invariant sub-
spaces o[ the system (S) for some fixed nratrix A

and some fixed input matrix B is partially ordered
by set inclusion. Since AV c V + B and A0 c 0 +
B for all A and B, it follows that V e L(A,t) and
0 e L(A,B). Obviously, they are the greatest
r',,-ir'\ --i l^--+ /-,,11) alamonr roenonr-irrolv nf\urrr L/ d'ru rEdrL \rrur !LrpLLLfvcff t v,

the partially ordered set L(A,B).
Lernrna. The sum of any finite or infinlte..-collection ot (A,B)-invariant subspaces is an

(A,B)-lnvariant subspace.
Prnnf- For simnl ini rv nnnq idpr tha q356 9f

i,,ct fL/^ r'A R\-i..,o- i--F -,,h---^^- Y -^i \ouuot,oLLr ,' -',- , . By

assumption, AX c )i -|- B and A-I c -Y * B. Hence

A(X+Y) C Ax+ AT C X + B + Y + B= (X+Y) + B

and so X.+ Y is (A,B)-invariant. (oED)
air'^^ - -,,h-n-^d I/ nF 1. fhere r'lruavS eXiStSJUUJPEL9

an (A-B)-invarianL suhsnace X which is conLained
in M. This is imrnediately clear, since 0 is an
(A,B)-invariant subspace for all system matrices
A and all input maLrices B. The sum of all (A,B)-
invariant subspaces contained in a given subspace
M of Y is an (A,B)-lnvariant subspace which we
call the _(4,B)-invari_gl!_j9re of /1. The

(A,B)-invariant core of 11, denoted by k(l/), is the
greatest (A,B)-invariant subspace conLained in 1v.

Examp-Le. The inEersecElon of (A,B)-
invariant subspaces X and -Y need not be (A,B)-

core of the iniersection of any collection of
(A,B)-invariant subspaces is its greatest 1o\^7er
bound in L(A,B). Slnce any subset of the poset
L(A,B) has a least upper bound and a greatest
lower bound, rhen L(A,B) is a complete lattice.
Note that the join operation in L(A,B) coincides
with the join operation 1n L - namely, subspace
addition - but the meet operatio4 in L(A,B) does
not, in general, colncide with the meet operation
in the larrice L [8]. If X,y e L(A,B), then
their meet in L is the intersection X n y, but
their meet X xI in L(A,B) is Xzr y = k(X n y). c
X n Y.

!e!qC. The lattice of A-invariant subspaces
L(A) is a sublattice of the lattice L(A,B) of
(A,B) -invariant subspaces .

Proof. For every ,{ e L(A), AXc X and thus
AX c X * B for every input matrlx B. Hence
X e L(A,B). Thus L(A) is a subser of L(A,B), The
subset L(A) is closed under the join operation of
L(A,B) because the join operation in both L(A) and
L(A,B) is subspace addirion. It X,y e L(A), rhen
X n Y e L(A) c L(A,B), and hence

X s. I = k(X n Y) = X n I

Hence L(A) is also closed under the meet operation
of L(A,B). (QEp)

More generally, for every feedback matrix F,
the lattice L(A + BF) is a sublarrlce of L(A,B).

Theorem. The lattice L(A,B) is the union of
alf its sublattices of the form L(A + BF).

Proof . .{ e L(A,B) if and only if (A + BF)X
c ff for: some feedback matrix F, and thls in turn
is the case 1f and only if LX c X + B. (QED)

The lattices L(A) of A-invariant subspaceE--
are finite-length selfdual modular lattlces.
Unfortunately, not a1l- of the properEies of L(A).
carry over to the lattices L(A,B). The lattice
L(A,B) still has finire lengrh, and
therefore is complete and atomic, but the lattice
L(A,B) is generally not selfdual nor modular, as
the example below illustrates, l{l-rat is surprising
perhaps is that the example shows tnat even
weaker modularity conditlons need not hold in
L(A,B).

Example. The lartice L(A,B) need not be
either upper or lower semimodular.

Construction. Let V = F4 where F is, for con-venienE{-t66?i-e1d with jusr rwo elemenrs, F ={0,1}. LeI: e!, e2; e3; e4 be|ne standard basls for
V, and 1et Abe defined by Ae1 = e2, Aez = e3,
Ae3 = e4 and Ae4 = 0. Let B be the subspace
spanned by eI. Let F be the one-dimensional sub_
space spanned by e1 + e2 + e3 + e4, 1et S be the
two-dimensional subspace spanned by e1 + e2 + e3
and e4, and 1et T and u be the three-dimensional
subspaces spanned by ey + e2t e3t e4 and, by
eI + e4, e2, e3, respectively. These subspaces
are all (A,B)-invarlant, and they satisfy the
inclusions: R c,9 c T . V. Although S and, IJ
cover -B = S A U, the join V = ,g rz U does no! cover
S. Hence L(A,B) is not upper semimodular.
Although V = T v U covers T and t), the meer
R = T tt U is not covered by ?. Hence L(A,B) lsnot
-Lower semimodu.Lar e ither. (OEF)

Lemma. tf .X c L(A,B), rhen At(/t, a5 i1'.
Proof [1]. If X e L(A,B) then AX c X + B.

Taking the orthogonal complements of both sides,

invariant.
ConsEructi.on. Let V =

j
j, ano

l'o r ol
A = i0 0 1l

l_0 0 oJ

Let B be the one-dimensional subspace spanned by
e2, and 1et X and -Y be the two-dimenslonal sub-
spaces spanned by e1 and e2 ! €3, and by e1 i e2
and e"- resne.l-i\/elv- The intersection X n y is*"- 'J t
the one-dimensional subspace spanne<i by e., t e2 f
e3, which is not (A,B)-invariant. - (Q!I)

This example shows EhaE. although L(A,B) js a
subposet of L, it is genera-Lly not a sublatlice o[
L. Although L(A,B) is closed under subspace
addition, it need not be closed under subspace
intersect ion.

Since the parEia-L ordering jn L(A,B) is
inc-Lusion. it is c-Lear thaE Lhe sum of any collec-
tion of (A,B)-invariant subspaces is its least
upper bound in L(A,B) [8]. The (A,B)-invariant
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at
rre get (AX) r (X + B)-. Thj-s means that for
every z e (X + B) and everv x e X. zTAx = "lTrT =
0, and so AT(l + B)' c N-. The converse is proved
in a completely analogous manner. (QED)

It also follows immediatelv from the above
lema that A(,{ n B) ,c X \t and only if ATXj.
(X n B)' and so ArX* c X'+ B*. In other words
A(x 1 B) c x is Erue if anly if xr c L(nT,s),
where B is some matrix with the 'range B'.

A subspace X such that A(X n B) c X, is ca11ed
by Basile and Marro an (A,B)-conditioned invariant
tll. The coflection of all such subsets X is
again a subposet of L and a -Lattice, buf not a
sublattice of L. It is closed under the operation
"rl" of subspace intersection corresponding Lo the
mcet- hnl i-he inin peneral lv dnes nnr enincide
with the operatlon of subspace addition in L.
Slnce the correspondence AX c X t B+ X-c
4T(Xa ri B*) establishes an obvious anti-isomor-
phism between the lattice of all (A,B)-conditioned
invariants and the lattice of all (A,B)-invariant
subspaces, we shall henceforlh consider only the
latter.

It follows frorn the definition of an (A,B)-
contro-L-Lability subspace given in the preceding
section that every (A,B)-controllability subspace
is an (A,B)-jnvariant subspace. The converse is
not true. Thus, the set of all (A,B)-controllabi-

:r oeneral a srrhnnsef ofrfLy DuurPdL rr' 6errLra!, u ruupvrLL

L(A,B) and, by the same token, a subposet of L.
We shall denote this set by LC(A;B).

Lemoa. Let k(5) be the (A,B)-invariant core
of a subspace S, and 1et F be any feedback matrix
such that A + BF leaves k(,9) invariant. Then the
largest (A,B)-controllability subspace contained
in,9 is F = {A + BF I k(S) n B}.

Proof. Since P is invariant under A * BF and
^^-r-j^- D n p +h^- {A +RFl,q n n} . q_ On EheLrtsrr Ld tt D) ! !r.

other hand, since k(,9) n B c R n 8, then .B c
iA + BF I n n a]. rr follows rhar R = {A + BF 

I

R n B); thaE is, ,? is an (A,B)-concrollability
subspace. Since k(,9) is lnvariant under A * BF,
rhenE c {A+ BFI k(5)} = t<(s) . s. Any
(A,B.1-controllability 

"r-rt"p""" .Rr contained in,9
is (A,B)-invariant, and Eherefore ,?t c k(,5).
Hence

R, = {A+gpl6r " 
o' ra r oulr-/c\ ^ g} = R.'| p) ! 

^\u/ 
| I

(QED)

Theorem. The sum of any finite or infinile
collection of (A,B)-controllabilicy subspaces is
.n r' 

^ 
R). ^^nf r^1 I .hi l. j ty subspace.

Proof. Since each (A,B)-controllability sub-
"."-- l" Za pt-;-',"-i--" +h^ -,,- c ^f +h.ranL, Lne sum J or Lne grven
co1-tection is (A,B)-invarianL, and hence there is
a feedback matrix F such that A * BF leaves 5
invariant. Since k(S) = ,9, the largest (A,B)-
controllability subspace contained in 5 is
P = {A + er|.q n p} Frrorrr r'A R\-nnntrnll-LiIir.',L - LA I D J. !vLr) \^r!/ LvrrLrvareurfrLJ

srrhsnace in the siwen collectlon is contained in
S and henec iq conrained in R (since ,R is Lhe
greatest (A,B)-controllability subspace contalned
in 5). Since each member of the collection is
contained in F, the sum ,9 of the collection is
also contained in "R. Hence ,9 = ,R. (QED)

Corollary. The set LC(A,B) of all (A,B)-con-
crollabiliry subspaces, parE.ially ordered by
i--1..^:^- :- ^ ^^--1ete finire_lenqth lat_Eice.!D 4 LUU'P I Ls rerr6Lrr LUL

Proof. The least upper bound in LC(A,B) of
any collection of (A,B)-contro1lab11ity subspaces
is the sum of all the subspaces in rhe collection.
The greatest lower bound in LC(A,B) of any such
collection is the sum of all (A,B)-contro1lab11ity
subspaces contained in the intersection of all the
subspaces in the collection, Hence LC(A,B) is a
complete lattice. The lattice LC(A,B) has finite
length because all its members are subspaces of a
f inite-dinensional vector sDace. (QED)

6. STRUCTUML PROPERTIES OF LATT]CES OF (A,B)-
INVARIANT AND (A,B)_CONTROLLABILITY SPACES

In the preceding section we characterized in
general terms the lattices of (A,B)-invariant and
(A,B)-controllability subspaces. Here vre present
some more specific results pertaining to the
structure and properties of these lattices. We
first characterize two special cases of the
lattice L(A,B) which are of interest in applica-
tions.

Theoren. If dirn V : 3, and if L(A,B) = L(A),
then either B = 0, or else A is a sca.Iar multiple
of rhe idcnt-irv mAf rix,

Sketch of Proof. We shall show that if B 10,
then A = I I for some scalar ).. Making use of the
observation that if Im B c Im Br, then L(A,B) c
L(A,B'), it is easily seen thar the problem of
proving the theorem 1n general can be reduced to
the special case in which B = Irn B is one-dinen-
sional. We suppose then that B is spanned by a
nonzero vector b, Every subspace complement of B
is (A,B)-invariant, and hence, under the hypothe-
sis of the theorem, also A-invariant. If b, v and
Av were linearly independent for some vector v,
then we could extend these vectors to a basislor
V, say b, v, Ay, el,e2, ..,. Since the vector b
cannot be a linear combination of the vectors
v, Av * b, e1, e2, ..., the subspace spanned by
them is a conplement of B and hence is invariant
under A. Since v belongs to this subspace, then
so does Av, contiadictlng the linear independence
of b, v and Av. Hence the vectors b, v and Av
can never be linearly independent. In parficular,
if v { B, then Av is a linear combination of v
and b, say Av = ),v * pb. Theie exists, in this
case, a complement of B, holding v and hence
holding Av = ),y + pb. Then pb must also belong
to this complement of B, forcing U = 0. Hence
every vector not in B is an eigenvector of A. If
v, v' and v f vr are a1l elgenvectors of A, then
they must correspond to the same eigenvalue.
Hence the restriction of A to any complement of ts
is a multiple of t.he identiry. If v {. B, then
v + b I B, and so both are eigenvecEors of A,
with eigenvalues ). and p, say. This yields the
equation Aq = (f - p)v + yb. Since dim V: 3,
we can choose two linearly independent vecrors
v, and v, in some fixed complement of B. Since
v-, and vi correspond to the same eigenvalue tr of
A- then

Ab=(p,-).)v.+u-b- | -t L-
= (u" - tr)v. + p.b.

L-LZ-
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Since v,, v. and b are linearly independenE, Ehen

u. = ula= ti HEnce Ab = lb, and it readily
fdttowf rhar A = Ir. (!EP)

Theorem. L(A,B) = L - that is, every sub-
space of V is (A,B)-invariant - if and only if
every subspace contalning B is invarj-ant under

Proof. If every subspace is (A,B)-invariant
then for any sttbspace X which contains B, we
have AX c X + B = X. Conversely, suppose every
subspace containing B is invarlant under A. If X
iq anv srhsnace^ the X I B contalns B and is thus
invariant under A. Hence

M c A(X + B) c X + B. (QED)

Corollary. If B t L(A), then L(A,B) I L.
Theorem. If B e L(A), then every subspace

"o.rr"lrrEd-E 
B is (A,B)-invariant.

Proof, If X c B ard AB c B, then

McABcB=X*B. QgS)

Theorem. If B e L(A) and B is point invar-
iant -- i.e., for al1 b e B, Aq = b, then
L(AT,B) = L, where E i" 

"oto" 
basis matrix of B'-

Proof. If B is point-invariant relative to
A, then A(X n B) q X for all X e L. By duality
(see section 5), A(X n B) c X for aLL .X e L if
and.only if ATX . X +_BL for aLI X e L. Hence
L(AI,B)"= L for ..r.ty B- with the range of B!.

Theorem. If every one-dimensional subspace
is (e,B)-invariant, then every subspace is (A,B)-
invariant.

Proof. Every subspace can be expressed as a

sum of one-dimensional subspaces. Since L(A,B)
is closed under the operation of subspace addi-
tion, it foLlows that every subspace belongs to
L(A,B). QE!)

A somewhat unexpected result is that the
structure of the lattj-ces of (A,B)-invariant sub-
spaces is lnsensitlve to certain varlations of
the system matrix A. Thus we have the following.

Theorem. For all matrices F, L(A,B) =
L(A + BF,B).

Proor-. Lf Xt L(A,B),thenAXcX+8.
But BFX cB, so (A 1- BF)X c M+ B c X + B.
Hence X- c L(A + BF,B), proving the inclusion
L(A,B) c L(A + BF'B)' The reverse inclusion
follows by replacing A by A + BF, and F by-F.

(QED)

Even less is known at present about struc-
tural properties of (A,B)-controllability lattices
LC(A,B). Some results are given below.

Theorem. If an (A,B)-invariant subspace F
contains a subspace D c B, and if there exists no
(A,B)-invariant subspace X such that D ' X+ R,

then fi is an (A,B)-controllability subspace.
Proof. Since fi e L(A,B), there exists a

feedback malrix F such that (A + BF)fi c .4. The

subspace x = {A + BF I R n B} is invariant under
A + BF, andhence X e L(A,B). Since

D c R n B - X = {A+BFla n a} - {a+grlRl.R,

thenX=.R. (!E!)
Theorem. rf L(A'B) = L, then LC(A'B) is the

set of all subspaces contained in B.
Proof. Since.4 n B e L(A'B), then there

exists a feedback matrix F such that R c B is
j-nvariant under A * BF. Hence 1f F c B, then
{A + BFln n a} = R n B =F, and so tR e LC(A'B).
Conversely, tf R e LC(A'B), then there existrs F

such that {A + BF I n n a} = n. since any subspace
X c B is (A,B)-invariant' we have M c X * B = B,
and hence {A + BF I x} ' n. rn particular, if we

take X to be R n B, \.{e obtain

,R = {e + BF lR n B} . B. (QED)

Lemma. Any nonzero (A,B)-controllability
subspace fi satisfies R n B + 0.

Proof. This is immediate from the definition
ot (A-e)-"onrro1labi1ity subspace. Q!!)

Theorem. A one-dimensional subspace B is an
(A,B)-controllability subspace iI and only if it
iq (A.B)-invnrianf and R c B.

Proof. If .4 is a one-dimensional (A,B)-con-
trollability subspace, then, since.F n B I 0, we
must have R c B, Conversely, if ,4 is (A,B)-
invariant and -R c 8, then there exists a feedback
matrix F such that (A + BF)B c R, and so
iA + BFln n a) = {A+ BFI,R} = F. HenceR is an
(A,B)-controllability subspace. (qED)

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have sho\rn that the sets of (A,B)-invar-
iant and (A,B)-controllability subspaces,
nartiallrr nr.Iorad hv <af innlrreinn zrp r-!r: '--PaLLL4L'J v!uL!Lu vJ o''

which we denoted by L(A,B) and LC(A,B), respec-
rirrelv- Tn qeneral . these lattices are not sub-
lattlces of the lattice L of all subspaces of a
I inear vecfor sDace 1,r. Prnnerties oF theSeverLvr vHqee Y.

laErices and Eheir sLructural peculiarities have
been investigated Eo some deEaiI, aluhough cheir
..mD1efe characferiT^fion is not vef known,LUIIIPf,L LL

Of great pracEica-l interes E jn nonjnteracting

No complete characteti-zation of the lattice
L(A,B) is yet known, but some partial results are
summarized below.

Theorem. Among the elements of L(A,B) are
th. follo*ittg:

(1) any A-invariant subsPace,
(2) any subspace X for which X * B is A-in-

variant. In partlcular, 1f X + B = V' then
X a L(A,B).

. (3) any subspace X contained in the subspace
A lJ = tx I Ax e lJ j.

proof . Th"". observations are obvious. (!fl)
Theorem. For A and B fixed, X e L is not an

element of L(A,B) if X = B and X d L(A).
Proof. If .tr r B, then M c X *B inPiies

M c X. But the latter holds iff X e L(A). (Qp)
The next theorem characterizes certain

relationships of lattices L(A,B) when the matrix B

is varied,
Theorem, Let 0 = Bo. BIc82 ..' cB'=V.

Then r1a) = 1-(A,BO)1 r-tX,e, )'- ..: . L(A,Bn)n= L

where the inclusion is to b'e interpreted in terms
of subposets and L(A,Bi) c L(A,Bi) does not, in
general, imply that L(a,Bi) is a"sublattice of
L(A,Bi ) .

Froof . Let .X e L(A,Bi), X arbitrary. Then
1et AX c X + Bi, Now if B!. Bi, lhen surelY
L X c X+Bj, which implies that-X e L(A,Bi).
Consequently,L(A,Bi).t(A,Bj). ' (-qgq)
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controf and other problems is the question under
which conditions are the lattices L(A,B) and
LC(A,B) sublattices of the lattice of all sub-
spaces of the linear vector space V, In chis
paper, results are reported for t\,r'o special
cases; i.e., necessary and sufflcient conditions
have been determined such that (a) the lattice
L(A,B) of (A,B)-invarianr subspaces is identical
r+ith the lattice L of all subspaces of V and
(b) the lattlce L(A,B) is identical with the
lattice of A-invariant subspaces L(A) which, as
we have seen. is a sublattice of L. As an i1lus-
tration we sha11 now briefly discuss what con-
clusions can be drawn from the first result to
the synthesis problems mentioned in section IV.

(a) Invertibility. If L(A,B) = L, then
the kernel of any inpuE. matrix C is iEs own
(A,B)-invarianE core, Under these condiEions,
E.he system (S) is left invertible il- and only if
( I ) the rnDut matrix B is of full rank and
(2) rhe range of Ehe input. maErix B and the nul-t
soace of fhe orrl-nilt matrix C hac orl v ihc 24p6
vector in common.

(b) Observability with Unknown Inputs, If
L(A,W) = L, then the observability subspace of
the system (S), wich z(t) unknown, is the ortho-
gonal complemenE of the nu-[l space of Lhe input
matrix c, i.e., the range of the transpose of c.

(c) Disturbance Decoupling. If L(A,B) = L,
then disturbance z(t) can be decoupled from the
ouEput y(c) using state feedback u(t) = fx(t)
whenever the range of the disturbance matrix W is
contained in the null space of the outDut matrix
C.

(d) Noninteracting Control. If L(A,B) = L
then every X c B is an (A,B)-controlJabiliEy sub-
space and these are the only controllability sub-
spaces for the pair 1A,B), Assuming, for simpli-
city, that C is the identity matrix, oniy the
outlruts in the space B can be decoupled and be
controllable in their respective decoupled out-
put spaces. Furthermore, such a decoupling
always exists, since every collection of control-
iability subspaces is compatible, which in rr.rrn
permits to sarisfy ail the remalning necessary

and sufficient conditions for the known cases of
decoupling problems [5]

These simple examples, although limited to
one special case, show the importance of fully
characterizing the .lattices L(A,B) and LC(A,B).
Such a lattice theoretlcal characterlzation
remains a task for the future.
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